
Methodology to calculate PVBP 

 

• PVBP computation shall be done daily at End of Day and the PVBP limit utilization shall be 

published at CCIL website under “Derivatives-Trade Repository — Non Resident OIS PVBP Limit 

Utilization” 

 

 

The methodology includes the following steps: 

 

1. Curve Construction 

2. Boot-strapping for zero rates 

3. MTM Calculation 

4. PVBP Computation 

 

Curve Construction for INR OIS:  

 

Currency Benchmark Used Details 
Tenor of 
Instrument 

Cash 
flows 

INR FBIL O/N Mibor A/365, cash rate <= 1 year 
Bullet 

INR FBIL O/N Mibor A/365, swap rate > 1 year Semi 
Annual 

 

FIMMDA Standardized tenor OIS swap rates starting from O/N FBIL Mibor, 1 month and upto  

10 years is used. Previous day’s end of day standard tenor swap rates are used as term curve input 

and are computed as per the following methodology: 

 

End of day swap Rates is inferred daily from the trade data reported to CCIL’s Trade repository by 

5:30 pm (For reported trades, in case of difference in the trade time reported by both the 

counterparties, the trade time considered will be the earlier of the two). The rates inference shall be 

done from both reported trades and trades done on CCIL’s Anonymous Trading Platform for IRS 

(ASTROID) referenced to the MIBOR Overnight Benchmark. The swap rates are derived as under: 

 

i) Weighted average rate of trades done in the last 30 minutes (i.e. between 4:30 pm and 

5:00 pm). 

ii) If no trades have been done in the last 30 minutes or if the trades done are identified as 

outliers, then Weighted average rate of trades done in the last hour (i.e. between 4:00 pm 

and 5:00 pm) shall be considered. 

iii) If no trades have been done in the last hour or if the trades done are identified as outliers, 

then Weighted average rate of the last 5 trades done in the day (after 12.00 pm) shall be 

considered. 

iv) If less than 5 trades have been done in the tenor for the day post 12:00 p.m., then 

Weighted average rate of all the available trades shall be considered. 

v) If there are no trades done post 12:00 p.m. then, as last recourse, the mid of the bid and 

offer of the last quote (till 5:00 PM) on Reuter’s ‘INROIS’ page as the MTM rate for the 

respective tenor shall be used. 

vi) In case no quotes are available on Reuters ‘INROIS’, the previous day’s MTM rate of the 

respective tenor shall be repeated. 

vii) If the volatility tracking model of CCIL has triggered an imposition of Volatility Margin (VM) 

or has triggered an increase in the existing VM quantum on the day after the latest 



instance of VM imposition / modification, the trades done before such a trigger will not be 

considered for rate inference. 

 

The weights used for computation of the weighted average rate are the notional principal of the 

respective trades. 

 

The above rates may be readily referenced from the ‘Previous Close (%)’ column displayed on 

ASTROID’s data dissemination page: https://www.ccilindia.com/RupeeDerivative.aspx 

 

Bootstrapping  

 

From the above mentioned benchmark points, the swap rates are bootstrapped to arrive  

at the discount factors as follows  

 

where  

 Cn  is the swap rate of the ‘n’ yr tenor  

∆i is the length, or day count fraction, of the period [i-1,i] in years  
dfi Is the discount factor for that time period  

dfn is the discount factor for the entire period, from which we derive the zero-rate 

 

Interpolation method for unknown swap points 
Where swap rates are unknown, such as the mid - 1.5 yr , 2.5 yr points …, the respective 

log(dfn)are assumed to be linearly interpolated in time between log(dfi-1) [i.e. log(df1y)]and 

log(dfi+1) [i.e. log(df2y)] , { log(dfi-1) [i.e. log(df2y)]and log(dfi+1) [i.e. log(df3y)]},…..and so on.   

 

Effectively: 

 

 dfi = dfi+1^[(∆i)/( ∆i +∆i+1)] * (dfi-1)^[(∆i+1)/( ∆i +∆i+1)] 

 

 

MTM Calculation 

MTM calculations involve the multiplication of Cash-flows with the respective Discount factors at 

the cash-flows dates to arrive at the PV of the same. 

Fixed Leg  

• The accumulated interest will be calculated from the last payment date to the next  

payment date using: 

o Fixed coupon Cash flow = Swap Fixed Rate*Notional*∆i 

 

• All the Cash-flows will be calculated on the respective dates by using the same formula 

• The sum of the product of the Cash-Flows and the respective DFs shall give the PV of  

the fixed leg 

 

https://www.ccilindia.com/RupeeDerivative.aspx


Floating Leg  

• The accumulated interest will be calculated from the last payment date to the next  

payment date using: 

 Floating coupon Cash flow = [π(1+Mi/365)-1]*Notional  where N = number of  

days between the previous cash flow date and  the next cash flow date.  

 

Where Mi is the FBIL O/N Mibor, either as realized reset rates or if not realized- in terms  

of  daily forward rates computed from the bootstrapped DFs.  

 

• All the Cash-flows will be calculated on the respective dates by using the same formula 

 

• The sum of the product of the Cash-Flows and the respective DFs shall give the PV of the  

floating leg 

 

MTM = PV Fixed coupon cash flow– PV Floating coupon cash flow 

 

  

PVBP Computation 

MTM is computed as above by shifting the swap curve upwards and downwards by 1 BPs. The 

MTM for the upwards and downwards shifted curve are termed as MTM[+1BP] and MTM[-1BP] 

respectively. 

 
Up-PVBP= MTM[+1BP] – MTM; 

 

Down-PVBP= MTM – MTM[-1BP] 

 

The PVBP of the Swap is defined as  

 

           PVBP = [Up-PVBP + Down-PVBP]/2 = {MTM[+1BP] - MTM[-1BP]}/2  

i= 1 

i= N 


